The public debt has been representing a serious problem in Egypt during recent years. The main concern of the paper is to classify the extent of the debt problem in Egypt focusing on the post -revolutionary period since 2011. In the paper, reasons for the high level of public debt will be identified. Also, the economic growth performance will be analyzed simultaneously, then the relationship between both public debt and economic growth will be determined. Some guidelines for policymakers will be presented in the last section.
Introduction
The public debt has been representing a serious problem in Egypt during the recent years and the budget deficit as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as well follows as an important concern for the policymakers. Public debt is defined as the money owed by a country to other lenders other than itself, including individuals, businesses and other governments. It is the buildup of yearly budget deficits and the result of the continuous spending more than the intake of revenues by governments for many years (Amadeo, K, 2018) . As pointed out by Mohamed, H (2018) through the minister of Finance Amr El-Garhy, the plan is to reduce the debt from 107-108% in the fiscal year 2016/2017 to 80% by 2020. The decline has to be achieved through shrinking the deficit and reaching an additional of 2% of GDP with a rise in the average income per capita. The range aimed to be achieved is between 5% to 6% growth rate. Mohamed, H (2018) added that the uptrend of the increase in public debt will continue in the future coupled with an increase in living standards. Yet, both the government and the Central Bank are still trying to decrease the public debt. On one hand, with the recent economic reform that Egypt Launched in 2016, the government introduced new taxes such as the Value-added tax (VAT), and reduced energy subsidies, all with the aim of lowering the budget Business and Economic Research ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 deficit.
On the other hand, the government is trying to pursue ambitious programs with the aim of enhancing the small enterprises sector and increasing its participation by 10-15% and integrating them into the formal economy. Also, the growth of exports, especially the non-petroleum commodities is a major concern for the government. Last but not least, the focus on the Egyptian industries, especially the feeder industries 1 , and its contribution as a segment of GDP is another crucial step the government is aiming to achieve. At the same time, the public investment in 2019 is expected to increase especially that in Upper Egypt to EGP 149 billion and the government expenditures on basic commodities to target the low-income citizens are also expected to increase, with the expenses for social purposes only amounting to EGP 332 billion and the wages equal to EGP 266 billion (FocusEconomics) .
Containing the public debt should be achieved by lowering the budget deficit and in this respect the International Monetary Fund (IMF) suggested accumulating more revenues to spend on the necessary social services and capitalize more in infrastructure, health and education services. The sources of revenues should come from reducing the tax evasions and reforming the tax system making it more efficient. In addition, removing the fuel subsidies which represent a high percentage of the government expenses is essential to keep the budget deficit at low levels especially with the changing international oil prices and the exchange rates (imf.org).
With this ambitious plan, the IMF anticipated that Egypt will be able to achieve a growth rate of 5.5% in 2019, reaching a record of 6% in the year 2023. If public debt is properly utilized, it could lead to high economic growth and the increased capacity to repay external and domestic debt (Pakistan Economic Survey, 2012 .
Within the past ten years and with the persistent increase of the public debt in many countries, both emerging and developed as well, it is worthwhile to observe the relationship and the development of public debt and economic growth. Taking Egypt as an example, the main aim of this study is to trace the development of public debt and economic growth within the last eight years, in other words the post-revolutionary period.
Historical Background
As mentioned earlier, public debt is the sum of all financial obligations, domestic and external, owed by the government of a nation. During its history, Egypt had been suffering from rising levels of public debt that reached extraordinary records during the recent years due to the high levels of government spending and the decline in the sources of revenue of national income (alexbank.com).
Giving a brief account of the development of the government debt in modern Egypt, starting with Mohamed Ali, no debt was incurred at all because he strived to make Egypt independent and the international conditions helped him at that time (Amin, G., 2012) . The foreigners were in no need to lend as at the time of Said and Ismail. Europe was busy during the wars of ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 Napoleon. Only Britain had finished its industrial revolution. It had lots of capital, and had good chance to invest it in Europe. The USA industrial revolution came later by about half a century with France and Germany. The weakness of the rulers after Mohamed Ali came coinciding with the need of Europe to lend.
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Galal Amin (2012) added that it was Said pasha, since he ruled in 1854, who incurred lots of debts. He took loans from some European banks in Alexandria, and he also took the advice of Delespes 2 to issue treasury bills with duration 6 months to 3 years and with interest rates 15%
and 18%. The interest rate on loans at that time was 7%. In 1860, Egypt got the first international loan from a French bank but with his name (1.2 million sterling pounds) with interest 6%. In 1862, the first loan to the Egyptian government from a German bank (2.5 million sterling pounds) was paid with interest 11%. When Said died, the total loan incurred by Egypt was 18 million pounds or 5 times the revenue of the Egyptian government a year before he died. Most of these loans were due to his own expenses. Also, the people surrounding Said pasha made him incur lots of loans that were not directed to good projects.
Said made the mistake of approving 2 conditions 1) providing labor in digging Suez Canal which led to the withdrawal of 60000 labor from agriculture. 2) giving the Suez Canal company the lands near the canal providing drinkable water. Ismail wanted to cancel these two conditions and this costed him 4 million pounds, to be paid in installments over 16 years plus the debts of said, if paid yearly could have cost the government no more than 9% of their revenues plus decreasing government expenditures by less than 20%. Ismail as well as Sadat did not do that, so expenditures increased. In 1876, the Egyptian treasury became under lien (debt reached 91 million pounds), which if paid annually could represent 80% of the government revenue.
Galal Amin (2012) added that during the first 3 decades of the British Occupation (1882-1914), there was rapid economic growth to serve the creditors interests and to get sufficient income to serve the debts. 24 to 40% from the export revenue went to serve the debt. During the first 30 years of the occupation, Egypt paid 145 million pounds as debt servicing. During the first world war and after it, there was cumulative surplus in the balance of payments (BOP) worth 139 million pounds and most of it went to service the debt. From 1914 until 1934, debt decreased to 39 million pounds from 86 million pounds.
The second World War was a turning point. Egypt was able to pay all its debts and become a creditor nation, due to the expenses of the allied troops in Egypt. The expenses of Britain were 340 million pounds or 8 times the total of Egyptian debt at the beginning of the war. Egypt suffered a lot to get its money back. By 1956, there was no debts at all incurred by Egypt.
From 1959 until 1965, Egypt signed two loan agreements with the Soviet Union, one to finance the iron and steel complex in Helwan, and the other to finance the first stage of the High Dam and another agreement for economic cooperation with West Germany. There was an increase in the expenditures on social services and the army. The increase in imports was ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 low but greater than the increase in exports plus the Suez Canal revenues. The debt during that period was EGP 800 million (5% of GDP), from the USA (300) and from the Soviet Union (500). Industrial employment increased. The obligations of Egypt increased. These include the payment of 67.5 million sterling pounds as compensation for shareholders (Greek, Swiss, French, …etc) in the nationalized Suez Canal company and for the Sudan in return for the inundation of land as a result of the High Dam. In 1965, there was bad external shock (assistance stopped from USA, 1967 war). This was mainly because of the USA disagreement with the Egyptian policy. West Europe also stopped aid. In 1967, we lost foreign exchange, Sinai Oil and tourism because of war and Suez Canal closed. Soviet Union aid increased but yet was not sufficient. The main source of external aid after 1967 was the Khartoum agreement of 1968 signed by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Libya and according to which Egypt obtained grants amounting to an average of $286 million annually. In 1970, total external debt of all kinds was $5billion.
Economic development had to pay the full price of 1967 war. So, from 1967 So, from -1975 , rate of investment was low to save resources for the army. Deficit in balance of payments increased, we lost our resources of exports, Suez Canal closed and imports increased. This was beside debt service to meet from last periods.
Galal Amin divided the period into: [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] . So, we are comparing debt situation in 2 periods: Nasser and Sadat periods. From 1967 From -1970 , there was more reliance on grants more than borrowing. In the 1960s, the annual growth rate of external debt was on average 9%, short-term borrowing grew yearly on average of 25%. From 1970 -75, Public debt in 1975 . Average annual growth rate of external debt was 23%, short-term borrowing grew yearly on average of 55%. The reason mainly was because of rising imports. From 1970-75, exports grew 240% while imports grew 350%.
The seeds of external debt were sown in 1975. In 1975, the debt situation seemed to have reached a point which Sadat expresses as a "zero situation". He said that nobody informed him of how serious the situation had become, and he thought the figures presented to him were in dollars and not in sterling pounds. Two years later third of the debt was due. Egypt had to pay $2billion in debt service. This is equal to 78% of all our export proceeds. In 1977-81, there was an Oil boom, Oil exports were multiplied ten times. Egypt export revenues increased by $7billion. This is equal to 86% of total debt. Labor remittances also increased. Egypt's terms of trade rose by 81%. Foreign exchange revenues multiplied about 4 times. Actually, we did not pay the debt and debt increased by 76%. In 1981, external debt is equal to 14.3% of GDP. This is equal to $30billion.
From 1982 until 1987, we had a serious debt problem and a distorted economy. In 1981, Total Egyptian external indebtedness of all kinds was $30 billion. In 1982, there was big economic conference by president Mubarak. The recommendations of this conference were to restrict imports of everything including capital and intermediate goods even if this came at the expense of investment and growth and to reduce military expenditures.
The problem was that the recommendations were not specific enough. They were not applied. Policies used after 1992 were the same as the 1970s. External borrowing increased by 25% to ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 reach rate of growth 8.1%. This was contradictory. Actually, the recommendations were never realized. There was mild restrictions on imports and heavy military expenditures. In 1986, rate of growth of GDP was 1%. Total debt was 26% higher than in 1981. But the rate of growth of debt was lower than in 1970s. In the 1970s, debt grew faster when there was no need to borrow. In the 1980s, debt grew slowly when there was need to borrow.
In 1990-1991, the Gulf Crisis crashed and there were unexpected events. Several countries started to commit financial and commodity assistance to Egypt because Egypt was hurt by the Gulf crisis (labor returned back, no labor remittances) and we sent our troops there. Our burden on the B.O.P was $6billion. 6 months after, $5bilion came from different countries such as Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates to relieve our problems. B.O.P was superior to previous years. Also, commodity assistance of $24 billion as grants came from France (Wheat, Flour, Meat), Coal from Canada and Wheat from Australia. USA cancelled 90% of Egypt military debt to USA which was 7.1% of external debt. Arab countries cancelled $6.6 billions of debt, reducing our interest obligations by $1 billion/year. We started negotiations with Paris Club, and we reached agreement in May 1991 to cancel 50% of Egypt's debt which is equal to $20 billion. This has to be done on three steps: 1) Exemption of 15% effective now. 2) Another 15% after 18 months (November 1992). 3) Last 20% after another 18 months. The last two steps were conditional upon our economic performance in this period (Economic Reform). What happened is that they exempted 15% but in 1993.
As said by Megahid, A. (2017) , Egypt missed the opportunity to restart its economy in May 1991 after being in debt for decades, especially after the United States and 17 other creditor countries exempted Egypt from half of its debt following Cairo's participation in the Operation Desert Storm. Due to poor economic management, corruption and regional instability, Egypt accumulated additional debt rather than building on this debt relief.
The rate of growth of the public debt was more than the growth rate of the overall economy over the period from 1985-2006. Certainly, the economic reform and structural adjustment program (ERSAP) which was implemented from 1991 was one of the reasons behind the accumulation of public debt. After 2000, the high public sending in inefficient sectors, the increase in the costs of imported materials along with the high subsidies and the wages of employees led to rapid growth of the public debt (El-Mahdy & Torayeh, 2009 ).
According to 2014 statistics, Egypt comes next after Lebanon among the Arab countries in the high ratio of public debt to GDP (87.1%) and Lebanon (133.4%). The domestic debt in Egypt had increased from LE 97 billion in 1991 to LE 246 billion in 2000 reaching LE 593.5 billion in 2006. By mid 2007, the overall unpaid domestic debt was more than LE 637 billion. domestic debt had a negative impact on economic growth. The second issue is the sustainability of domestic debt. They found out that domestic debt in Egypt during this period has been sustainable. The second study was conducted by Abu Taleb and Hamad (2010). They examined the foreign debt policy in Egypt during the period from 1985 to 2008 and compared it to the optimal policy 4 , and found out that Egypt's foreign debt was greater than the optimal level before 1997. However, after 1997, the foreign debt was below its optimal level. A recent study by Massoud, A. (2015) talked about the size of the public debt problem in Egypt, and he found out that Egypt's public debt is supposed to be sustainable until the year 2020. He also added that with the increase in economic growth, the impact of reducing public debt in Egypt will be significant but with more rational application of the fiscal policy. Krueger (1987) found that after oil crisis, large deficits in the current accounts are encountered by the oil importing countries whereas oil exporters were able to generate current account surpluses. The surpluses are lent to commercial banks, which in turn finance the deficits of oil importing countries. Sachs (1990) showed that in case higher taxes are imposed to cover the debt servicing, then these taxes could possibly reduce the economic growth. Levy and Chowdhury (1993) also found that the increase in public external debt dampens economic growth by depressing capital formation and encouraging more capital flight. Smyth and Hsing (1995) found that up to approximately 38.4 % of GDP, external debt enhances economic growth. Afterwards, it is reducing economic growth. In addition, Pattillo et al. (2004) concluded that the spread of the negative effects of external debt on growth are very clear from total factor productivity (TFP) and investment (physical capital accumulation). He also discovered that in countries with high debt levels, doubling of debt would reduce the GDP growth by approximately 1 %.
According to Cunningham (1993) , economic growth is negatively affected by the debt burden through its adverse effects on the efficiency of capital and labor. Fosu (1996) also concluded that debt burden results in limiting the GDP growth and further estimated that on average a country having rising levels of debt, faces 1 % reduction in GDP growth rate. Moreover, Iqbal and Zahid (1998) and Chowdhury (2001) came to similar conclusion that debt is harmful for economic growth. However, Lin and Sosin (2001) empirically found that debt has negative and significant effect on economic growth in African countries but insignificant effect for Latin American countries. But for Asian countries, the relationship was positive but insignificant. From these findings, it is clear that efficient utilization of debt is very important for its impact on economic growth.
Another important aspect of the indebtedness is the problem of debt overhang. In the literature two debt overhang concepts have been discussed. Sachs and Williamson (1986) explained the first concept -when indebted countries pay their debts or service them then real resources are relocated from the private sector to the public sector. Feldstein (1986) elaborated the second concept -namely, that government needs to levy taxes on private sector to finance debt obligations, which results in worsening the returns from investment, and leading towards decrease in investment and economic growth. Sawada (1994) had the same opinion that in heavily indebted countries current external debt is more than their expected present value of future returns; therefore, countries face the debt overhang problem. However, Afxentiou and Serletis (1996) were unable to find out the underlying relationship between external debt and GDP and got to the conclusion that debt overhang is rather overstated. Deshpande (1990) , Mahdavi (2004) and Fosu (2007) argued that expenditure on debt servicing may relocate the public expenditures away from social sectors like health and education, and public investment, which hinders the economic growth. Clements et al. (2003) also supported the debt overhang hypothesis. Elmeskov and Sutherland (2012) supported the view that public debt overhangs impacts growth through increased cost of capital. Sen et al. (2007) also came to the conclusion that due to severe debt overhangs effect; economic growth in Latin American economies slowed down. However, debt overhang does not exist in Asian countries.
There is another important concept related to the external indebtedness issue -namely the "crowding out effect". According to Warner (1992) and Taghavi (2000) , external debt tends to crowd out investment. Similarly, Serieux and Samy (2001) found that the strong effect of crowding out effect of external debt could be felt more on the quality rather than the rate of investment. Cohen (1993) reveled that in highly indebted developing countries, the level of external debt has no remarkable effect on reducing the rate of investment. Ramakrishna reveals that Ethiopia is encountering debt overhang situation along with severe debt servicing problem.
Were (2001) found that external debt has a negative impact on economic growth and private investment in Kenya. Yet, current debt flows fuel investment while past debt accumulation discouraged investment. Karagol (2002) found that external debt had a negative impact on GNP both in the short-run as well as in the long run. He also claimed that the causal relationship between debt servicing and GNP is due to the fact that borrowed resources were misused in the past. Habimana (2005) found that different debt variables had significant and negative impact on investment in Rwanda. On one hand cost of debt servicing is affecting harmfully public investment. On the other hand, higher taxes have a negative effect on investment returns, but they are necessary to service debt obligations. Abbas (2005) declared that the decision to shift from external to domestic debt is full of difficulties. He also found that the relationship between domestic debt and economic growth is negative. Latter on Abbas (2007) realized that if domestic debt exceeds the 35 % of the bank deposits then it depresses economic growth. However, Blavy (2006) came to the conclusion that maximum level of public debt should be 21 % of GDP and doubling of public debt would decrease productivity growth by about 1.5 %.
The policymakers are very much concerned about the issue of public debt in developed countries especially after the recent financial crisis. By utilizing the data of 18 Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries during the period 1980-2010, Cecchetti et al. (2011) found that once public debts exceed the maximum level of 85 % of ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 GDP, economic growth starts to decrease. Kumar and Woo (2010) also found inverse relationship between debt and growth. An increase of 10 percentage points in debt/GDP ratio results in a reduction in economic growth to around 0.2 percentage points annually. However, Panizza and Prebistero (2012) concluded that the evidence is very weak in developed countries that public debt would reduce future growth. While in the case of developing countries where a significant portion of the debt is external, the debt overhang argument has more power.
Additionally, Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) found that debt to GDP ratio of 90 % and above is coupled with lower economic growth in both advanced and emerging market economies. However, low levels of external debt to GDP ratio around 60 % are associated with unfavorable outcomes for economic growth of only developing market economies.
Stabilizing the debt to GDP ratio at a target level (65%) as in the case of Egypt makes the issue of sustainability much more difficult. To be more realistic, insuring sustainable path for debt means that the government should continue to operate under its current fiscal policy without creating a rapidly growing debt to GDP ratio. Certain measures and policy implication had to be adopted to bring down the ratio of public domestic debt to the sustainable level -even in higher level-without sacrificing high growth (El-Mahdy and Torayeh, 2009) .
From the review of the preceding studies in literature, it can be concluded that most of the studies are on the correlation between external debt and economic growth, ignoring domestic debt completely or referring to it on narrow basis. There are differences in the socio-economic conditions of different countries, which makes it essential to conduct a country specific study. The current study is a trial to highlight the recent trend in the public debt and its relationship to economic growth.
Reasons for the Increase in Public Debt Post Revolution
Identifying the factors that cause the high level in the debt/GDP ratio is not always recognizable as said by Abas, et al. (2013) . In some instances, it was found that the former ratio was high due to low or negative growth rates, but the fundamental correlations differ across countries and time. Other factors could be inflation, interest rates and stock-flow adjustments.
5 Other factors could also be but not limited to; the functioning of the national economy especially the way it recovers after shocks and the eagerness of the policymakers and their willingness to implement sounf fiscal reforms. Abiad and ostry (2005) stressed on the nations' ability to generate surpluses and their historical experience in managing the debt issue and its budget. Public debt invested in growth enhancing areas such as infrastructure is good in generating surplus unlike the debt that finances the ongoing government expenditures which is considered a constraint on the fiscal budget over the medium and long term.
The Egyptian domestic debt consists mainly of Egyptian public loans generated through banks, individuals and non-banking institutions. To be more specific, domestic debt is mainly financed through the issuance of treasury bills (t-Bills), about 81% of it, in addition to treasury bonds (T-Bonds). According to 2015 statistics, 79% of these Treasury Bills were held by Egyptian banks, the largest creditor to the government. Egypt's three state-owned banks hold about 50% of these bills, while the remaining percentage is held both by private banks and foreign banks-branches.
The increase of the debt that Egypt witnessed in the five years from 2010 until 2015 was tremendous reaching nearly EGP 2.1 trillion in 2015 relative to EGP 888.7 billion in June 2010.
As mentioned by Megahid, A.(2017) , following the popular uprising in January 2011and the downfall of President Hosni Mubarak system, the foreign debts amounted to $36.5 billion. By 2014, the debt reached $46.1 billion and increased thereafter due to the major economic, political and security measures.
The main reason behind the rising debt is mainly the increase in government expenditures at an accelerating rate more than the revenues, leading to an increase in the budget deficit. On the payments side, certain expenses such as; salaries, subsidies, interest payments and public investments have significantly hiked after 2011 Revolution, while the revenues, especially tax earnings, were adversely affected by the political and economic instability after the revolution. Interest rates on T-Bills increased steadily after 2011 due to political and economic instability. They started to decrease during 2013/14 after the inflow of Gulf aid to Egypt and the upgrading of Egypt's credit rating. However, interest rates increased again in 2014/15, due to the increased government's need for debt and the devaluation of the Egyptian Pound.
The tourism sector in Egypt, which represents nearly 4% of GDP, was negatively affected after 2011 due to post revolution instability and again after October 31, 2015, due to the bombing of a Russian passenger plane over Sinai. The accident was the reason behind the suspension of many flights from different countries to Egypt, reducing a main source of foreign currency revenue.
Also, as said by Megahid, A. (2017) , if borrowing by the government continued with the current levels, there will be a risk of default on interest payments. Approaching the end of the fiscal year 2016-2017, the Central Bank announced that foreign debts alone reached $79, with an increase of 42% compared to the previous year. While the bank claimed that the amount of the debt was within the appropriate limit since it did not exceed 45% of the Egyptian GDP, yet the economists showed some concern especially that the combined external and domestic debt represented 130% of GDP.
Performance of Economic Growth in Egypt Post Revolution
Analyzing the five years after the revolution, there was rapid political change, social ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 disturbance and economic instability. The statistics of the Central bank of Egypt shows that at the disrupt of the revolution, the Egyptian economy was very stable and healthy. By the mid 2000s, GDP, on average, was 7% annually. The accumulated foreign reserves by 2010, just before the revolution, was $35 billion, covering 8.6 months' worth of imports. In the same year, according to World Bank indicators, GDP per capita was $2,600, increase of almost 50% since 2006. This does not mean that the growth was equally shared. Most of this growth was due to consumption, while investment was concentrated mostly in capital-intensive industries such as: petrochemicals and energy, that do not involve job creating opportunities.
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Corruption and red tape were other important characteristics of the economy, resulting in a large informal sector. A study conducted by the Egyptian Centre for Economic Studies in 2014 showed that the informal sector is representing two-thirds of the value of the formal economy. World Bank figures showed also that in 2010 the rates of poverty were 25 percent, up from 16.7 percent in 1999.
In the aftershock of the revolution, ambiguity over the final outcome of the coming stage led to economic slowdown and low economic growth. Egypt's GDP growth rate has fallen as well since 2011. According to Shanta Devarajan, chief economist for the Middle East and North Africa region at the World Bank: growth in Egypt has been on average of 2-3 percent a year, which is below the potential and its past growth rates, but good given the circumstances (middleeasteye.com).
The picture was not entirely gloomy. Brendan Meighan, an economic researcher at the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt stated that the performance of the energy and real estate sectors was remarkable over the five years post revolution. In August 2015, Italy's ENI oil and gas company announced the discovery of a gas field in Egyptian waters, the Zohr field, which was estimated to contain up to 30 trillion cubic feet of gas, sufficient to satisfy the country's energy needs for decades.
Huge investment plans began to attract new attention after being ignored. The Toshka project, as an example has been renewed. This project alone is supposed to reclaim 1.5 million feddans of land from the desert at a cost of about $766 million.By June 2015, about 500,000 feddans had been reclaimed since work started in 2014.
In addition, the government had ambitious plans for an industrial and logistics zone along the Suez Canal known as the Suez Canal Corridor Expansion. Building a second canal costed $7.7billion, but funded mainly from bonds. The prospects for this project is to double canal ISSN 2162 -4860 2018 traffic by 2023, stimulate more revenues, develop industrial production and leads to an estimate of one million new jobs created.
Lately, as mentioned by Megahid, A. (2017) , Egypt has pointed to a return back of tourism in 2017, with revenues ($3.5 billion), representing 170% compared to the previous year. The number of tourists rose 54%, reaching 4.3 million in 2017, after European countries lifted the flight suspensions to Sharm El-Sheikh.
Relationship between Public Debt and Economic Growth in Egypt
High debt ratios do not essentially lead to macroeconomic crises. It depends mainly on the term structure of the debt and interest rates and whether the government policy is realized by market members to be consistent with falling debt ratios in the longer run (Alba, P. et al., 2004) . But, it is also known that with unlimited increase in debt, the economic growth will be negatively affected in the long run. Private investment is crowded out by high level of debt, imposing a constraint on fiscal policy. If the government is able to service its debt without imposing costly economic and political measures, the debt in this case is considered sustainable (Massoud, 2015) . Reinhart and Rogoff (2010 and claim that a debt/GDP ratio exceeding 90% affects economic growth negatively. Pescatori et al. (2014) found that higher debt is accompanied by a high degree of output volatility. Abiad and Ostry (2005) added that the build-up of public debt is very destructive to growth over the long run due to what is known as a debt overhang, and the countries that cannot manage the increasing debt over the long term will experience debt unsustainability problems.
As confirmed also by the former Egyptian Prime Minister Ali Lotfy, the debts in Egypt reached a point that should be "a wake-up call" for decision makers, as the current level of debts will make it harder for the government to make further investment or reduce the budget deficit (Megahid, 2017) .
One third of the government spending goes to debt servicing, and of course this will come at the expense of development and welfare programs and more subsidies cuts. Additionally, one third of the government budget goes to the salaries of almost six million civil servants. In this case, Egypt is facing a big obstacle to its development plans. Megahid, A (2017) added that receiving the full amount of a $12 billion loan from the IMF is conditional on following a strict economic reform program. Of course, the loan helped Egypt in its development plans and reducing the budget deficit, but still it adds the IMF to the list of creditors that Egypt owes to. The worst scenario that could follow for us to reach a point at which borrowing is needed to repay loans. In this case, these loans come at the expense of the living standards of the people because, instead of spending money on development, the government will have to spend money to repay the loans.
Although many investment projects were launched by the government during the past three years leading to higher growth rates encountered more than before, yet the public debt is still not under control. The budget deficit is shrinking somehow as a percentage of GDP and the objective of the government is to reduce it even more, but serious efforts have to be made to achieve this target. It is a hard equation to be maintained and it might come at the expense of economic growth.
One positive aspect could be the tourism sector, which began to flourish since the past year. This could be a good evidence that the economic reforms are paying off. The foreign currency needed by the economy to grow will increase and this will attract more investments. In this case, the fear from the debt will no longer be there since the economy is moving forward.
The only way to contain the public debt is lowering government spending and raising taxes, and this what the Egyptian government was trying to do the past three to four years. Yet, due to factors outside the government's control such as the devaluation of the Egyptian pound and the rise in the overall international price levels, the public debt is still increasing and is expected to increase even more.
Statistical Analysis
Some macroeconomic indicators with other statistical figures will give an illustration of the whole picture post revolutionary period. 
Limitations of the Study
The paper focuses mainly on identifying the relationship between public debt and economic growth in Egypt post-revolutionary stage, through examining the literature and historical trends and some statistical illustrations. The paper does not examine the relationship between public debt on economic growth using a statistical model, integrating other factors as well, that could be of similar importance as the public debt on economic growth. This calls for further investigations in future researches. Also, I found little discrepancy in the numbers of the data collected from different sources, which could bias the results of that relationship in some respect.
